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Union director retires
vPiur
By laurel Anderson

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

ANDY BARRON--SPARTAN DAILY

Ronald Barrett will retire in July

after 26 years at SJSU.

Seniors to vie
for internship

Ronald Barrett, executive
director of the Student Union,
has helped to bring the Student
Union, Event Center and the
Aquatic Center to SJSU students. But after 26 years as the
executive director and member
of the Student Union Board of
Directors, he is retiring in July.
"Barrett was an exceptional
executive director. He developed the Student Union with
the Aquatic Center and the
Event Center," Dean Batt, vice
president of student affairs,
said. "He will be a significant
loss."
The board has two primary
functions. It establishes policy

for the Student Union, the
Event Center and the Aquatic
Center. Its second function is
financial.
It approves budgets and student fees, as well as overseeing
the financial future of the Student Union.
As executive director, Barrett
works with both the board and
the university.
"He serves the board and the
university’," Batt said. "He dealt
with both groups in a positive
way and brought a level of stability to Student Union operations."
"He managed to preserve
service to the students in a time
See BARRE1T. pages

Fair offers jobs
for students
By Deana Smith

and co-op.
A co-op or cooperative education involves paid work experience within the student’s major
and involves three types of job
plans: alternating, parallel and
summer. The employer
decides which plan the
student will follow.
The alternating plan
is a paid, full-time job in
which a student works
for six months and
takes a leave of absence
from school. The parallel plan is a part-time job in
which the student works and
goes to school at the same time
and usually lasts for one year.
S11111111e1

Spartan Wily Stall Wnter

Finding a job can be tough
for a student, but the Summer
and Co-op job Fair may make
that task a little easier.
’"This is a tremendous
opportunity for students
to do one-stop shopping
for employment, said
Lina Melkonian, assistant director to Career
Planing and Placement.
Over 100 employers
from the business, government, education, health and
human services fields will be represented at the fair. All the companies will have jobs available in
several forms full time, part
time. internships, volunteer,

See 10B PAIR. page 8

Low-flying professor

By Michelle Lau

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

If SJSU art students play their cards right,
hey just might win a $4,000 scholarship and
,iimmer internship with Hallmark Cards, Inc.
This year, five junior SJSU illustration majors
from the art and design department are competing in the Hallmark Multicultural Artists’
Program, which is held to assist undergraduate
minority students in the visual arts.
The five SJSU applicants are Roseld
Laguatan, Norman Bannister, Karen Strebel,
Ben Kam and Brian Careway.
"It’s a great program. It’s great for wanting
to get a secure job. If you get an internship,
you usually get the job there. It also helps you
grow as an artist. Hallmark Cards is one of the
top 10 businesses to work for in the United
States. They Hallmark Cards stress learning and push you out of your regular art style,"
C.areway said as he explained why he applied.
Besides the scholarship and summer internship, recruiters from Hallmark Cards, Inc. will
also be at the art and design department from
8 a.m. to 9 a.m. today in the Art building, rooin
225. They will conduct job interviews on campus for artists, illustrators, graphic designers,
typographers and lettering artists. Potential
applicants must be graduating seniors and
must be willing to move out-of-state to Kansas
See HALLMARK, page 3

Student fees
used for aid
By Larry Barrett

Sliartut 1Qt. Staff Writer

One-third of the CSU’s proposed student
fee increase for the 199495 academic year will
be earmarked for financial aid students in the
form of State University grants.
"Every time there’s a fee increase, 25 to 30
percent is supposed to go back to the students
in the form of financial aid," said John Bradbury, associate director of financial aid. "The
commitment was that a percentage of the fee
increase would go hack to the students in the
form of financial aid for needy students."
"Asa single parent, unless they increase our
grants, it’s just goinK to make things tougher
for me financially, junior nursing major
Michelle Miranda said. "I think the policy is
fair. There’s a reason for some students not
getting financial aid. If they could get financial
’aid, they would."
According to Bradbury, the CSU Chancellor’s office gives each school’s financial aid
department a grant allocation fund. The program distributed $5.25 million in grants this
year.
’The fee increases are outrageous," said
Suemi Song, a senior majoring in social science. "’think it makes education less accessible
to people that can hardly afford school at all. If
they’re going to increase fees, they definitely
need to account for people receiving financial
aid. Since it’s a public institution, it needs to be
accessible for everyone."
"It’s getting crazy these days," senior occupational therapy major Kim GRuiata sai(1. "Peo-
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Electronic engineering professor Udo Strasilla, left, tests the comfort of the Bay
Area Soaring Association’s high performance sail plane Friday at an open house
in front of the Engineering building. BASA member Jim McDonald, and students

NA.
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Jawid Rahimi and Tri Nguyen, observe the high-tech carbon-fiber glider which
costs $40,000 and weighs 1,000 pounds. The plane can travel at a maximum
speed of 140 mph and can travel 38 miles for every mile drop in attitude.

Students pay own way with federal work study SJSU honors
By Cynthia Pickerrell
Spartan 1).44 Staff Writer

The deadline for financial aid applications is upon
SJSU students, and with it,
the last chance to Ix. part of
the work study program for
the ’94-’95 school year.
Students eligible for
financial aid are awarded a
package that includes
grants, work study and
loans, in that order. Work
study allows students to
work their way through college rather than rack up
loan bills.
More often, it allows students to have on-campus
jobs that are both convenient and flexible with class
hours.
"I like being able to work
on campus because I don’t
See FINANCIAL. page 3 have a car," international

business senior Mohammad
Homaifar said.
liomaifar works about 20
hours a week in the
Wahlquist Library answering student questions and
checking out materials. He
found out about the work
study program at
an SJSU job fair.
The job fair,
called Work Study
Employment Days.
is held at the
beginning of the
fall semester. Prior
eligibility for financial aid allowed lb imailar
to join the program.
Once students are eligible for financial aid and are
awarded a monetary allotment for work study, they
can begin looking for job.

work study awards repre- in as early as March.
Jobs are available both
sent the maximum wages a
student can earn during the on and off campus. On school year. Nothing guar- campus positions include
antees they will receive the library aides, clerical assisfull amount or even find tants and tutors. Nonprofit
employment.
organizations hire students
Work study offers full- for a variety of off-campus
time students 15 jobs that can frequently
to 20 hours a match up to a student’s
week. Wages aver- educational goals. listings
of these can be found on a
age $5 an flour.
"It’s a real good bulletin board in front of
form of financial the financial aid office.
The Union Gallery, an
aid," said Ray
Shoemaker, assis- art gallery in the Student
tant director of Union, is a nonprofit entity
fin:tilt-la’ aid. "Students can though its location is on the
match their job with their SlSir campus. Gallery
Director and Curator Ted
major."
Though the financial aid Gehrke hires six to eight
deadline is officially May I, students each semester.
"I don’t know what we’d
Shoemaker encourages students to turn applications
See WORK STUDY. page 5
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women’s sports
By Marc J. Spears
Spartan Wilt S1.111 WIIIrr

As March rolls in it
History Month. To help still the
month’s festiyities, the &Twit tient of
intercollegiate athletics, the human
performance department and the
Center for International Sport and
Physical Education will salute the
women who have made an impact on
SJS1.T sports.
The "Honoring Women’s Sport
History at SIMI" symposium will be
held tomorrow and will he the first
event of its kind at SJSU. The event is
associated with the National Girls and
Women’s Day Sport Day, which has
been celebrated nationwide for the
past eight years, always on the first
Tuesday of Women’s History Month.
’We’re hoping that this event will
See WOMEN. page 5
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Good students should not
be punished for trying

I’i.juahty for Women

Women allowed to serve
on Navy combat ships
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Letters to the Editor

Editorial

USS Eisenhower floated off the
Asthe
Virginia coast last week, it took a signifiant step toward furthering women’s
equality in the Navy.
The USS Eisenhower is the first Navy warship
to allow women to serve after a ban on combat
carriers was lifted by Congress last fall.
Hats off to the Navy for cleaning up its act
remember the Tailhook scandal and allowing
women to show how equal they really are in all
aspects of the armed forces. However, it is unfoitunate that it took an act of Congress for this to
happen.
Now that the Navy has begun accepting
women in combat roles, it seems they have
become a model for the rest of the nation.
The Navy spent $1.3 million to create private
sleeping quarters and bathrooms for the 500
women who are assigned to the USS Eisenhower.
These quarters were originally designated for
one side of the ship. But Navy engineers soon
realized that if a woman was working on the other
side of the carrier, three football field lengths is a
long way to walk to use the toilet.
The sick bay has altered its examination rooms
and the ship’s stores are now carrying feminine
hygiene products.
Sex and dating are still prohibited on the ship.
Strict new regulations have been established concerning sexual harassment that have resulted in
85 naval officers’ and sailors’ dismissals since
1992.
The Navy is also requiring all personnel to take
intensive sensitivity training concerning sexual
harassment.
Finally, the Navy has opened more jobs to
women, giving them a chance to disprove stereotypes. Women are doing tht same jobs as men
and can now serve in most combat positions.
U. Shannon Workman recently completed her
final requirements, qualifying her as the Navy’s
first female combat-ready pilot.
Although many jobs are open to women,
three positions, SEAL commando units, nuclear
submarines and minesweepers, only allow men to
serve.
All these efforts by the Navy are a positive
model for a society in which all men and women
are created equal
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Editor:
A special thank you to flene Meeks and G.N. Ortiz
for printing the feature about me. I hope to clarify
one point that was printed in the article. My goal, as
director of academic affairs, is to change the policy
regarding repeating a course. I feel the current policy EXCLUDES the good student. Are you one of
those students who received an F in a class you were
required to take and your only choice was to repeat
the course, accepting the average of the two grades?
Maybe that course didn’t quite click the first time. Is
our goal to master the subject or should we be punished for our determination to learn? Think about
it.
Mai*n Chard!,
Senk Recreation
AS Director of Academic Affairs

Article misrepresented
Residence Hall safety
Editor:
I was disappointed with the lack of objective journalism exhibited in Dorm safety questioned, Feb.23.
MICHAEL MAYO-- SPARTAN DAILY
It seems that in Mr. Betancourt’s zeal to expose the
issue of Residence Hall security, he has misconstrued facts and quotes to support the notion that
security in the halls in almost nonexistent
He began providing figures on the number of resthe masses means fewer special- idents vs. the number of Public Safety Assistants
ized physicians and limited tech- (PSAs) scheduled to patrol the Residence Halls
nology. Sure, I’ll get my arm in a (1,316 students to one PSA,) but then failed to estabcast if I break it, but what will lish the proper context. He failed to mention that
happen if I need dialysis? What the residents are divided between the main campus
provisions will be made for that? Residence Halls and the Spartan Village, which are
Canada’s socialized health also patrolled.
care is a good example of what
He also failed to report the presence of the Resithings might be like for us. dent Advisers who populate every wing of every
Eighty percent of Canadians building including Spartan Village. There was no
come to the states for their more mention of how parking lots at eighth and ninth
serious medical problems.
street and the Spartan Village lots are patrolled by
It is a fact that more UPD officers and cadet parking enforcement.
Canadians die waiting for
Betancourt continued with a quote from me,
surgery then those who die on placed out of context. He asked me specifically what
the operating table. It takes at sort of problems I had encountered since working
least six months to get an the halls. I replied that there weren’t many (the halls
angiograrn, and then an addi- are generally quiet) but in terms of specific events, I
tional year to undergo angio- gave him a list of the happenings I was aware of.
plasty surgery.
Instead of relating these as singular events, the
I don t think the Clinton reporter chose to portray those incidents as comHealth Care plan is what propo- mon, typical crimes that occur regularly in the RHs.
nents of the "Right to health Other singular events I’d included, such as the
Moulder Hall fire, were omitted because they obvicare" had in mind.
I must confess I seriously ously did not support the writer’s idea that the RHs
doubt the plan will pass. But it are some kind of haven for crime.
did get past the president If we
Betancourt went on to describe an RA’s security
can elect a president who would duties as being three hours of office time and two
willingly endorse such a propos- rounds. These duties are far more extensive. On any
al, it could only mean one thing. night, two RAs go on duty, one as primary and one
We really aren’t paying atten- as secondary.
The reporter seemed not very concerned that
tion.
No, I am obviously not against RAsand
are selected for their abilities to handemocracy. But I do think that dle responsibility, relate to the needs of residents
we as a nation need to wake up and respond to emergencies.
He also glanced over the reason why there is a
and take back what is ours
before we lose it and our free- problem with security at the RHs in the first place. It
doms entirely. On this present has less to do with the number of patrolling officers
course, we are becoming slaves and more to do with the fact that residents simply
will not acknowledge that security is ultimately their
to our own system.
own responsibility. Many residents allow unknown
Pat Matas is a Daily staff people into the buildings and wonder why rooms
columnist. His column get broken into. They leave their doors unlocked
appears every other Monday. while they go to the bathroom, but then get frustrated when UPD tells them they can’t track down
their stolen stereo.
I understand the role of a college newspaper is to
bring to students’ attention to such issues that influence their lives. However, when calling attention to
such issues involves the situation of fact to fit supposition, objective reporting loses to sensationalism.
manipulates the nicotine con- The reporte’s unfamiliarity with various aspects of
tent in cigarettes and in so the subject and his reliance on figures detracted
doing, adds to the cigarette from his ability to objectively approach such a comaddiction problem.There is only plex subject. This is not the first time the SPARTAN
one solution: ban any tobacco DAILY has been criticized for sensationalist reporting.
product with nicotine.
With the size of readership the SPARTAN DAny influI suppose it would be differ- ences, editors must take action, as they reflect badly
ent if the addiction to smoking upon a paper that prides itself on sixty years of
cigarettes was healthy. However, objective reporting.
we all know, and the surgeon
general has warned, that smokMar* Ledesma
ing has serious risks to one’s
Junior, Art
health.
Public Safety Assistant
There is another trifling fact;
children are starting to smoke at
earlier ages. I have seen it. Children are beginning to smoke
while in junior high school.
Soon kids in kindergarten
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to prowill be picking up cigarettes
instead of crayons. They will mote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions to the
know the brand names of ciga- page are encouraged from students, staff, faculty and
rettes instead of the names of others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
colors.
I could understand if ciga- turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the SPARTAN
DAILY newsroom, Dwight Bentel Hall 209, or to the
rettes had some medical value
or contributed to the environ- information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, The
ment in some way, but they
don’t. There is no need for cig- SPARTAN DAILY, School of Journalism and Mass Commuarettes. The tobacco industry is nications, San Jose State University, One Washington
simply making billions of dollars Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles to (408) 924from the senseless addiction of 3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
smokers.
Come on FDA, use that name, address, phone number, signature and major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a 3.5authority, drop the bomb, and
inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the Macindo away with cigarettes forever.
tosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN
Joan Burke is a
DAILY and will be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and
Daily staff writer
length.

Pitfalls of our democracy
Quincy Adams said
john
that the problem with
democracy
was
its
eventual determination to commit suicide. Winston Churchill
spoke about several problems
with democracy but maintained
it was still the best system
around.
Though both men preferred
democracy to other government
structures, they were not blind
to its weaknesses.
They believed the whole
point of democracy was to keep
government small and within
control of its citizens. If you put
power in the hands of the masses, eventually the masses lose
interest, become apathetic and
then willingly give authority
back to the government.
Over the course of time,
small government becomes big
government and individual freedoms, characteristic of democracy, phase out.
Consider this, the present
administration has heralded the
Clinton Health Care Plan as the
solution to "the burden of
paperwork and administration.
All Americans will enjoy a
"streamlined and simpler system," they say.
In response to these claims,
Rep. Dick Armey (R-TEXAS)
said that the plan would "create
59 new federal programs or
bureaucracies, expand 20 others, impose 79 new federal mandates and make major changes
in the tax code."
In other words, the plan will
ultimately result in higher taxes,
reduced efficiency, restricted

PAT MxtAs
The Way I See It

’Over the course of
time, small
government
becomes big
government and
individual freedom,
characteristics of
democracy, phase
out.,
choice, longer lines and a much,
much bigger federal government.
You may not like it, but under
the plan your tax dollars will go
toward government subsidies
that you may not agree with. For
example, pregnancy-related services, which include abortion,
will be covered in the basic package.
If you’re pro-choice, you may
or may not mind. But if you’re
pro-life, you might have vague
recollections of the Boston Tea
Party.
One thing is for certain,
health care that reaches all of

The terrible addiction of smoking
all cigarettes. That is
Ban
what the Food and
Drug Administration
should do.
The FDA now has the authority to regulate and get rid of all
cigarettes, but it is asking Congress for advice on the issue.
Who needs advice from Congress? Just do it.
Cigarettes are nothing but
three-inch addictive cancer
sticks with no societal value. If
anything, they hinder our interactive society.
Take for instance this weekly
scenario in which I am a constant participant. It takes place
just about anywhere. An attractive man approaches me with a
nice body and cute face (He’s a
winner so far).
He opens his mouth and all
teeth are there, none of them
gold or crooked (He’s doing
real well now). His vocabulary
and conversation show proof of
some education and ambition.
"This man might actually get a
date,"! think to myself.
Then it happens. As he
reaches into his back pocket for
a business card to give me, he
also pulls out the box of monsters, CIGARETTES. He proceeds to light one and right
before my very eyes he suddenly becomes ugly and not worth

JO.1N BURKE
Writer’s Forum
talking to.
He continues to try to get my
phone number and simultaneously puffs on the cancer stick
as if it adds some sort of sexiness
to his demeanor. Little does he
know he looks like an exhaust
pipe, not Denzel Washington.
Men like this, or people who
smoke, continuously walk away
from encounters like this wondering why they received a
bogus telephone number.
Too often, I hear men and
women say that someone they
met was really cute or nice until
they realized their new acquaintance smoked. Wouldn’t it be
nice if we didn’t have to worry
about meeting the dreaded
smoker?
Not only are cigarettes obstacles in social interaction and disgusting odor carriers, but they
are also addicting.
FDA Commissioner David
Kessler has collected evidence
that proves the tobacco industry
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GAMMA:

Tole

Sorority meeting, 6:00p.m.,
Guadalupe Room, SU

AKBAYAN CLUB:

Open cabinet
meeting,
3:30-4:30p.m.,
Costanoan Room, SU. Call Rich
or Del 534-1140

LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Bible Study at Ila.m. and
6p.m. cancelled. Call Tim 298-

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMEND Get ready for the summer

MU ALPHA GAMMA (MAGAZINE CLUB): Meeting, 12m.,
DBH 213. Call Nicci 924-3280

and co-op job fair, 10:00a.m.3:00p.m., Business Classroom
13. Call 924-6042

CHICANO

COMMENCEMENT:

Meeting, 5:30p.m., Business
Classroom 102. Call Xavier
Soriano 281-2213

COUNSELING SERVICES: General therapy group, 12:001:30p.m., Administration Building Room 201. Call Linda or
Gail 924-5910

DEPARTMENT OF ART AND
DESIGN: Student galleries art
shows, 10:00a.m.-4:00p.m., An
Bldg. and Industrial Studies
Bldg. Call Marla 924-4330

0204

PENINSULA CENTER FOR THE
BI.IND: Canine Companions
program, 7:00p.m., Palo Alto
Medical Foundation, Lee Building lobby. Call 415/ 853-2960

SJSU WING CHUN ASSOCIATION: Meeting, 7,30-9:30p.m.
Call 249-8573
SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, EriiIN and staff organizations furtive.
!bite is 5 p.m., two dass htlisre
public-au( ki Fl )flIIS are :mutable at the
Spartan
DWI H. limited space
may force reducing the number of
cranes

Hallmark

page

pie that are receiving financial
aid are having a hard time and
some are probably dropping
out. I think it’s a good policy."
The fee increase is part of the
"fair-share partnership" in which
the students and the state share
the costs of higher education.
The student is responsible for
one-third of his or her educa-

From page 1
non and the state subsidizes the
other two-thirds, according to
CSU representative Colleen
Bentley-Adler.
"I don’t mind that part of the
fee increase goes to financial
aid," Granata said. "It’s good to
help others get a college education and get through school. It’s
my choice not to get financial
aid."

City, Missouri, where the company headquarters are located.
"Hallmark Cards are very
good with education. They
don’t just talk about it, they do
it," said Alice Carter, associate
professor of the design program.
According to Carter, roughly
eight students from SJSU are
currently employed with the
Hallmark company. She added

crashing into a power pole and
killing its three occupants and
injuring the fourth, police said
Sunday.
The three people in the other
car fled the scene after the crash
at 11:40 p.m. Saturday but
turned themselves into police
Sunday morning, Sgt. George
Kopitch said.
Valentin Cruz Rodriguez, 24,
was driving a Buick when
he allegedly raced the driver
of a Dodge southbound on

Grand Avenue. The two cars collided and the Dodge was flung
into the power pole, Kopitch
said.
The cars also bumped a third
car, but there were no injuries to
the occupants, he said.
Rodriguez was arrested for
investigation of felony hit and
run after he turned himself in.
His two occupants were questioned and released, Kopitch
said.
Alberto Valdez, 29, and Abraham Rocha Perez, 26, died at the
scene, and an unidentified man
died at the UCI Medical Center
in Orange, Kopitch said.

OIL CHANGE SERVICE

Write a letter
to the editor today

Elizabeth Taylor raises money
for AIDS at 62nd birthday party
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
Elizabeth
Taylor’s 62nd birthday was celebrated in a big way
with a celebrity-soaked country
music benefit to raise money for
the AIDS research foundation
she established.
Country singer Clint Black
sang "Happy Birthday" to the
Oscar-winning actress during
Saturday night’s Beverly Hilton
Hotel birthday bash.
The American Foundation
for AIDS Research honored a
variety of people for their work
in the fight against AIDS.

that only a few schools are given
the chance to apply with Hallmark Cards, Inc.
In order to apply for the
internship and scholarship, students were required to turn in
recommendations, transcripts, a
resume and a portfolio, which
includes 15 to 20 pieces of original artwork.
Hallmark
Cards,
Inc.
declined to comment about
their artist selection process.

Deadly race kills three
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
Two cars may have been racing
down a city street when they
collided, sending one car

Parts and installation.
Install new Filter and up to 5 Ots.
Premium Multi-Grade Oil.
FREE TIRE ROTATION w/OIL CHANGE
/With coupon ONLY

$ 15 +

ACCUTUNE

& BRAKE

$2 hazardous
recYclog foe

se

eup 3/14/94

510E Santa Clara St
korner of 1111, and Sonic Clara)
Phone 298-7722

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN’T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY’RE IN COMMAND.

Need Money
For School?

"Each of the people we’re
recognizing has really given
above and beyond the call of
duty in the cause of AIDS," said
AmFAR president Mery Silverman.
Miss Taylor, who will have hip
next
replacement
surgery
month, sat in a chair on the dais
as she posed for a photo session
with the honorees.
She won two Academy
Awards as best actress in "Butterfield 8" (1960) and "Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
(1966).

135 MILLION DOLLARS
WILL GO UNUSED

IN 1994!!
MONEYAVAILABLE FOR NEW
STUDENTS, UPPER DIVISION,
POST GRADUATE STUDIES
* SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
THAT DO NOT HAVE TO
BE REPAID!!
* NOT ALI. GRANTS BASEL)
ON (WA OR TF..ST SCORES!,
* RE(:EIPT OF FUNDS GUARAN-FEED AT NO RISK TO
APPLICANT!!
SCHOLASTIC FUNDING ACCESS
21397 LEE DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA 95030
(405) 353-1014

Any nurse who just si.i lob

with your level of experience. As

find one. But if you’re a nor

Army officer. you’ll command the
-sped t you deserve. And with the added

ing student who wants to be
command of your own career, consider

i’enefits only the Army can offer --a $5000
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a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacationyou’ll be well in corn-
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ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Spartan Bookstore Has
Great Macintosh Values
"In Stock NIcvv!"
RAT’,

Nlacintosh
()t !Alm 65(1

Macintosh
Quadra 610

Quadra 610*

Quadra 650*

processor, 8Mh RAM,
160 Mb HD, Power PC upgradeahle

68040/25mhz processor, 8111b RAM.
230 Mb HD, Power PC upgradeable

68040/25mhz

3 5" DOS Compatible Superdnve. System
I . Multimedia Ready

, c1_,IMANNNW

3.5" DOS Compatible Superdrive, System
7.1, Multimedia Ready

*Keyboard & Monitor sold separatel

*Keyboard & Monitor sold separatels

lacintosh
LC }->

S

Nlacultosli
(,)tiadri Soo

LC475
7-41r

-FINT

680401.C/25N1hz processor, 4Mh
RAM, 80 Mb HD,
Color Plus Display, Extended Keyboard.....
DOS Compatible Superdrive System 7.1.
Multimedia Ready.

Apple Rebates! Save Up To $150
When you buy an Apple Printer with
selected Macintosh Computers.
See store for details.

Computer pricing is applicable for students, faculty &
staff of San Jose State University only. Computer prices
are subject to change 14 ithout notice. We are not responsible for typographical errors. Printed on recjclable
paper. Models may differ from illustration.
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Quadra 800
w-";,aP

Alb RAM,
230 Mb HD. Power PC upgradeahle

68040/33m hz processor, 8

16- Apple Monitor. Extended Keyboard
System 7.0

Present this coupon when you purchase a Macintosh Computer
and receive a 10% discount on disks, mouse pads,
Microsoft Word, surge supressors and disk boxes.
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Masking monsters
LEFT: Carrie Eheler
molds a ceramic
sculpture in the
Industrial Studies
building. Eheler
wears roller skates
while sculpting,
which she finds
speeds up) her
work. This way, I
can run around
faster when I’m getting coffee," Eheler
says.
FAR LEFT: The
image of a gargoyle
head appears at the
hands of Eheler
who uses a cast of
her own face to
work from. It takes
up to two days to
complete a sculpture. This one is the
fourth in a series of
12 heads which will
be on display at her
bachelor of fine arts
show later this
semester. Shaman
sculptures will also
be included in her
show.

PUT YOUR
IN A SAFE PLACE.
VALUABLES.
%11.0.110
Helmets make riding mon: ;0111101%0)h .111d un Not to mention safer. In a crash
without one, you are jive times as likely to suffer a serious head injury ite
than a helmeted rider. No matter how short or ride. wear a helmet. ir
the best protection for your must valuable ;isset. MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FORMATION

Catch a Wave
of Experience!
This is your opportunity to meet
with over 100 employers
Get yourself a
from business, industry,
summer or
government, education,
co-op Job!
health, and human services
who are eager to hire for
part-time and full-time summer,
co-op, internship, volunteer, and regular permanent
positions.
Coordinated by Career
Planning and Placement

Photos by John Lee

Summer and
Co-op Job Fair
Wednesday,
March 2, 1994
10:00 A.M. 3:00 P.M.
The Event
Center, SjSU

,

latz 26 vows

heu? stoe iie
etatvk GALL
I-900-488-8887.
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Accommoclatone and esetatancet including reader, escort, and align -language interpreter. will he evaileble for
Indhoduale with theabtlibes Interpreter its only available II 30 AM to 1 00 PM For additagnel infornwhon on
Co-op. contact the Cooperatow Educaeon Program Bldg 0 CP A P seonces are protected wehout regard to
ram color. religeon sex sena’ onentabon neaonal ongm age, or disalteley
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Heart transplant patient dies
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) A
baby boy who received a heart
transplant last year died three
days before his first birthday
when his body rejected the new
organ, family members said.
Mitchell McDowell, who had
been born with hypoplastic left
heart syndrome, was buried
Friday at Cresdawn Cemetery in
Riverside.
The heart condition, in which

the left side of his heart is only
partially developed, can be fatal
within days if not treated,
although some infants
survive for six months, doctors
said.
Mitchell underwent
transplant surgery seven weeks
after he was born.
Mitchell’s grandmother, Paula
Lyon, said the baby fought back
from grave illness several times.

"We brought the family
together to say bye and he’d
come around and fight back, she said.
Mitchell died at Loma Linda
University Medical Center on
Feb. 20 while his mother,
Margaret McDowell, held him.
"The little tears were coming
out of his eyes," Lyon said. "His
mother just told him: ’Mitchell.
it’s OK to go home."

LSAT
GMAT

GRE
MCAT

It’s been said that most people’s jobs are too small for their
spirits. I want a company where every single job grows to the
size of its owner’s spirit."

John F. Welch, Jr.
Chairman and CEO
General Electric Company

GE will be at San Jose State’s
Summer and Co-op Job Fair
ti

Wednesdays March 2, 1994
1 0 :00a.m.t
E
to 3:00 p.m.
Center

Discuss your employment and career goals with these recent SJSU
College of Engineering grads and other reps who are working at GE:
Rachelle Daniel, BSME, 1993
Khanh Ly, BSME, 1992
SJSU
Chris Welsh, BSME, 1992
Dave Jensen, BSME, 1991
Ed Ng, BSME, 1991
These GE technical entry programs will be represented:
Edison Engineering Program
Field Engineering Program

Fast Creative Competitive

Mental illness

has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social
activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first
warning signs of a mental
illness. Unfortunately, most of
us don’t recognize the signs.
Which Is tragic. Because
mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who
get help, get better.
For a free booklet about
mental illness and its warning
signs, write to or call:
Natsonal Mental Health Asaoriation
P.O. Box 17389,
Washington, D.(’ 20041

Are you thinking about enlylog to
Law, Mad, Business, or Graduate School?
Are you curious shout how yes will score
on the LSAT, MCAT, StAAT, Sr BRE?
Now Is the time to find mitt
You hail averythise to lain aid undid to lesel
Come take a free test Into lithe
LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, or SSE as Marsh 12th,
Yes will take 21/2 or 3 hey feet metered
exactly like the restating. After the exam, kielaa’s
limed teachers will trial test sirateeles that will help
PM ace the exam en test day. You will else lei a detailed
asmiumor amoloefe of leer NOMv streeiths eel VfOlitieSSIIS.

Don’t miss out an this cast-its
Il 1-See-

I -800-969-NMHA.
Learn to see the warning signs.

An Equal Opporrttmty Employer

S’S

Eldlleeme.

KAPLAN
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San lose State University

Lobbyists fight administration
on proposed chlorine ban

Work study
From page I

around my classes," Shaddox
do without it," Gehrke said, said, having learned about the
referring to the work study pro- job opening through a friend
gram.
already employed by the gallery.
Through Work Study, the fedMany students working in the
eral government reimburses the Student Union are there indegallery for 45 percent of what pendently of work study. AccordGehrke pays the students. Work ing to Joan Shih, accounting
study is funded by the federal manager for Spartan Shops Inc.,
government.
students working in the Student
The program provides the Union who run out of work
financial means for Gehrke to study funds are often hired as
hire students to sit in the gallery regulars.
and keep watch over exhibits.
Other students coming close
This human "security system" to hitting their award limit can
makes it possible for the gallery make an appointment with a
to be covered by state insurance, financial aid counselor to see if
giving peace of mind to both their funding can be increased
Gehrke and the art lenders.
through documented medical
Senior fine arts major Erin expenses, car insurance or child
Shaddox works part time in the care expenses.
Union Gallery.
According the Shoemaker,
Her duties range from "sit- work study, though taxable
ting" with the exhibits to income, does not have to be listinstalling and taking down art ed on the financial aid applicapieces.
tion and will not lessen a stu"It’s nice being able to get a dent’s eligibility for aid the foljob on campus so I can work lowing year.

Women
From page I

promoting the equity of
become an annual event at San women in athletics.
Jose State and we will celebrate
"I think that we have not yet
National Girls and Women’s Day achieved equity in sport and we
in the future," said Emily need to bring attention to
Wughalter, associate professor in women," Wughalter said.
The program will include
the department of human perreflections on the history of
formance.
Along with Wughalter, the sport for women at SJSU by
celebration was also put Shirley Reekie, professor of the
together by Tom Brennan, department of ’human perfordirector of intercollegiate athlet- mance, and the presentation of
ics and Carolyn Lewis, associate two athletic awards.
One award, the Sara Lee Coldirector of intercollegiate athletlegiate Woman of the Year for
ics.
National Girls and Women in 1992-1993, will be given to Tracy
Sport Day is also celebrated at Hansen, a former SJSU golfer.
There is also a special honthe Capitol building in Washington, D.C. and began in honor of oree who won’t be known until
former USA Olympic volleyball the program. The award is to
player Flo Hyman. Hyman, who someone who has many years of
died of heart failure a few years contribution to women’s sports
ago during a volleyball match in at SJSU.
Japan, was considered one of
The program starts at noon,
the most talented volleyball play- March 1 at the Spartan Memoriers ever to play the game.
al, followed by a reception in
Hyman was also involved in SPX 107.

Mayor disputes
state recall laws
CARSON CITY (AP) A
hearing is scheduled Thursday
in District Court in Las Vegas on
Mesquite Mayor Bill Lee’s
challenge of the state’s recall
provisions.
Lee, accused of money-laundering, says the provisions
are unconstitutional
because people who sign recall
petitions may not be the
same people who voted in the
original election of a public official.
The Nevada Constitution says
recall petitions must be signed
by 25 percent of the current voters in a district.
But Lee says that voids the will
of the original voters.
The attorney general’s office
will defend the recall provisions
at the hearing, scheduled before
District Judge Gerard Bongiovanni.
Lee’s complaint was filed
Feb. 3 in district court
against Katherine Ferguson,
registrar of voters for Clark
County
He wants the constitutional
provision thrown out and the
recall petition invalidated.
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ductive problems.
WASHINGTON (AP)
From vinyl siding to shower curBut environmentalists argue
tains and from toilet paper to that these chemical byproducts
water pipes, chlorine is in thou- cannot be adequately controlled
sands of products. So, it’s no unless chlorine as a chemical
wonder industry lobbyists sprang class is replaced. Last week a
to life when the Clinton adminis- joint U.S.-Canadian commission
for the third year agreed, saying
tration
i talking about banthe continuing presence of chloning the chemical.
An intense lobbying war in rine-based toxic chemicals in the
recent weeks has centered on Great Lakes poses a serious
Capitol Hill where lawmakers health risk.
"Dealing with thousands of
are working to overhaul a law
that protects lakes and streams chemicals individually ... has and
from pollution, including highly will continue to be a never-endtoxic releases of chlorine com- ing quest," said the commission,
pound byproducts.
proposing that classes of "persisThe industry won an early bat- tent toxic chemicals’
be
tle by keeping out of the legisla- removed from use.
tion an administration proposal
EPA Administrator Carol
that the government develop a Browner proposed a detailed
long-term strategy to phase out study into chlorine’s health
the use of chlorine in manufac- effects, followed within three
turing and elsewhere because of years by "a national strategy for
health concerns.
substituting, reducing, or proThere was no mention of hibiting the use of chlorine and
chlorine in the clean water bill chlorinated compounds."
that cleared the Senate Environ"It came completely out of
ment and Public Works Commit- the blue," says Fred Webber,
tee on Friday.
president of the Chemical ManBut
several
lawmakers, ufacturers Association. He
including Sen. Howard Metzen- promised a "full court press"
baum, D-Ohio, were expected to against the Clinton proposal.
Suddenly lawmakers and
resurrect the Clinton proposal
on the Senate floor.
reporters were bombarded with
Clinton administration plans an avalanche of information
to re-examine chlorine "firmly touting the benefits of chlorine,
established a chlorine phase-out and the economic costs of phasas the future direction" of U.S. ing it out.
Chemical industry lobbyists
environmental policy maintains
Greenpeace lobbyist Rick Hind.
cited reports suggesting eliminaEnvironmentalists, especially tion of chlorine could adversely
Greenpeace, have fought for affect a $100 billion a year chunk
years to curtail chlorine use, of the economy ranging from
especially in the making of pharmaceuticals to pesticides,
paper, where it is blamed for and jeopardize 1.3 million jobs.
Charles River Associates, a
contaminating water and fish
with cancer-causing dioxin and consulting group often used by
industry, issued a study concludother toxins.
They argue there are substi- ing that finding a substitute
tutes readily available to bleach could cost $67 billion in capital
investment, take as long as 20
paper.
years and cost consumers $91 bilSome chlorine byproducts
dioxins, PCBs, DDT and others lion a year.
The manufacturers of vinyl
already have been banned or
curtailed because they are linked accused the EPA of "declaring
to cancer, birth defects, neuro- war on modern society" by challogical impairment and repro- lenging chlorine.
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COMEDY TRAFFIC SCHOOL

$20 W/ THIS AD
Classes taught by comedians
No test or written work
Videos/Movies

,

(510)748-0126

(415)255-8886

QUALITY AUTOMOTIVE
MAINTENANCE & REPAIRS
’tz AAA approved auto repair.
Vehicle safety inspections.
State brake, lamp & smog
Inspections.
6 mo. or 6000 mi. guarantee.
RICHARDSONS AUTOMOTIVE
247 E. ST. JOHN (CORNER OF 6T1
(408) 294-3535
PLEASE CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
RICHARDSONS AUTOMOTIVE

(408) 294-3535

$10 OFF
Any automotive
maintenance or repairs.
(Limit 1 per customer)
exp. 3/31/94

Quality club at
Student Prices

Reach the
SJSU market and beyond.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

Free Initiation with Student ID
12// is/Ill)
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3 Clubs for the price of One
Free weights
Stairmasters/Stairclimbers
Lifecycles
Treadmills
Circuit Training Classes
High Tech Weight Machines
Free Personal Training
Locker Room Facilities
Plenty of Parking
Walking distance from SJSU
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Sign up a friend and get I month free

m ith
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Come see us at the Intern and Co-op Job Fair at the
SJSU Event Center, March 2nd, 10am - ipm.

1

2nd STREET
ATHLETIC CLUB

at

2nd Street

(at San Carlos in
YWCA building)
for more information

298-4100

Student rate only $190 a month
with coupon
(first, last month

and card tee required)

expires 2 2894

Membership also good at our other locations

am

Nor

HAFIFIIS

Meridian Athletic Club
1570 Hamilton Ave.

408-267-1900

ba,

Foxworthy Athletic Club
1405 Foxworths Ave

40897231959

1

6
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Go speed racers
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6PM TO MIDNIGHT

0

OPEN UNTIL 3AJA
THU.,FRI., & SAT.

KEN STATHAM-SPARTAN DAILY

Members of the SJSU men’s cycling A-team compete in a time trial
Sunday. The racers finished fourth out of 11 teams competing. The

Seniorforward Jason Allen scores career-high 28 points in SJSU’s 96-83 victory Saturday

131 W. SANTA CLARA ST! By Dhyana Wood
(5 BLOCKS WEST OF CAMPUS)
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

993-8230 I

GET ROCKED!
Ire I EXPIRES 3/18/94 w
Rim gov_mi

ww,

Come Out St Quiz
the candidates!
You know the issues.
CandidateBut, do they have
the answers?
Forum
!
mi.:

N.c-- :

!

AS Election Board

Candidate Forum ’94
Noon, Wednesday, Mar. 2
‘prudent Union Amphit:eatre
train = inside, 3rd level)

.

. -

race was held on a 3 1/2-mile track on Hellyer Avenue. Sunday’s event
was only the second time the coachless SJSU team sponsored a race.

; ROCK N TACOS Spartans send Wolf Pack home hungry
HEALTH-MEX
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SPARTAN DAILY
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MOW

’I can’t call the
seven seniors the
’Magnificent
Seven,’ but they’re
close.’

The men’s basketball team
blew open a 20-point lead in the
first 17 minutes of the game
against the University of Nevada
at Reno Saturday, which easily
carried them to victory.
The Spartans went the entire
Stan Morrison
game without once being chalmen’s beitetbell coed.
lenged for the lead, and finished
963.
Allen scored a career-high 28
This victory broke the team’s points against UNR and broke a
three game losing streak and school record in 3-point field
guaranteed the Spartans at least goals. On Thursday, Allen tied
a .500 season average. The last the school record with 113 total
time the Spartans had a winning 3-pointers. He now holds the
record with 128.
season was in 1987.
Not only did Allen have his best
This was also the first time
since 1969 that the Spartans have offensive game against UNR, he
scored at least 90 points four or also had one of his best defensive
games. Morrison said. Allen had
more times in a season.
The Spartans made 59.3 per- the difficult task of guarding
cent of all shots attempted. SJSU Jimmy Moore, the leading scorer
head coach Stan Morrison attrib- in the Big West Conference.
uted the victory to the high per- Moore has averaged 19.6 points
centage of shots made and, excel- per game this season.
Allen held Moore to 11 points
lent playing by all seven seniors,
overall and only two points in
especially Jason Allen.
Jason Allen had his finest the second half.
UNR recently kicked two of its
night," Morrison said.

NNIERNS

$500.00 Toward
Your Next Summer
Vacation!
SJSU’s College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is giving away eleven $500.00
undergraduate student scholarships - one
for each of the following programs:
Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Comnrmnicati
Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies
Technology

In addition to the eleven
scholarships, one Shirley Lewis
Scholarship for $100.00 will be awarded.
For more information contact the College
of Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-2900
or see your department’s Student Affairs
Conunitee Representative.

best players off the team, each of
whom averaged over 10 points
per game. As a result, UNR
played the game with only eight
men on their roster.
With 1:30 remaining in the
game, UNR began a full-court
press in a desperate attempt to
be a last-minute contender in
the game. The Wolf Pack was
only 10 points behind with 1:04
left in the game.
This attempt lost all momentum when SJSU senior Andrew
Gardiner took the ball down
court with 53 seconds remaining
in the game to score his first
slam dunk of the season.
When asked how long it had
been since he had dunked the ball,
Gardiner left it unclear whether or
not it was his first dunk.
"In a game like that, a long
time," Gardiner said with a smile
afterward.
This was the last home game of
the season for the men’s basketball team and seven seniors were
honored before the game began.
"I can’t call the seven seniors
the ’Magnificent Seven,’ but

NEVADA 943)
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#8550 0-1 0-0 0 Tobias 35-59 15-0)68
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’Heidi Bowl’ 94: CBS affiliate in Kentucky
cuts off gold medal hockey game Sunday
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
CBS announcers called the end of
the gold medal hockey game
between Canada and Sweden "the
most exciting moment in Olympic
history," but instead of seeing the
heroics in Lillehammer, Norway,
viewers here got their own version
of the "Heidi Bowl.’
WKYT-TV, the CBS affiliate in
Lexington, cut short its broadcast

at about 12:30 p.m. moments
before Sweden wrapped up the
gold medal Sunday..
With the score tied 2-2 after
70 minutes, each team was given
five penalty shots in a shootout.
Each scored on two of them,
sending the game into a suddendeath shootout.
That’s when WKYr cut away
to 2 1/2 minutes of commercials

117 E. San Carlos

and then the start of the "Rick
Pitino Show," starring the Kentucky basketball coach.
After WKYT went to the commercial, Sweden won the gold
medal on the second shot of sudden death.
The station was inundated with
phone calls. WKYT said it would
offer an on-air apology during its
11 p.m. broadcast, saying "we are
disappointed and embarrassed by
what happened."
The incident wa.s reminiscent
of the infamous ’Heidi Bowl" that
occurred more than 25 years ago.
On Nov. 17,1968, NBC-1’V outraged football fans by cutting away
from the final minutes of a New
York Jets-Oakland Raiders game to
begin airing an adaptation of
*Heidi" on schedule. Viewers
missed seeing the Raiders come
from behind to beat the Jets 43-32.
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Deadline is March 4, 1994
at 5:00 PM:

they’re close," Morrison said.
"Our university is a better place
because those seven guys have
been here."
Morrison said the highlight of
the game was having the seven
seniors scoring strong in their
last home game.
"I am so appreciative of our
crowd. They did a great job in
showing their support tonight,"
Morrison said.
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Israel blamed for bomb
explosion in Lebanon
(Ai’?1j-Ndlai’mkeebxaprli
ed in a packed Maronite
Catholic church Sunday, killing
nine worshippers and wounding
at least 60 as they lined up in
front of the altar to take Cornmunion, police and witnesses
said.
The carnage at Notre Dame
De La Delivrance could have
been far worse - a larger bomb
was found inside the church’s
organ and defused,
The bombing, hard on the
heels of the massacre of Muslims
at a mosque in the Israeli-occupied West Bank, underlined
scope of the region’s religious
animosities and the threat they
pose to the Middle East peace
process.

Vietnam
giHANOI,
(AP) - U.S. and Vietnamese negotiators open financial and political talks here Monday that could help lead to
diplomatic relations between the
two countries after nearly 20
years.
These are the first major
political negotiations since the
Paris Peace Agreement of 1973
that ended U.S. military involvement in Vietnam.
The negotiations were initially aimed at resolving U.S. financial claims against Vietnam dating back to the end of the war in
1975.
But they were broadened to

Indo-US
relations
strained

It also marked a setback for
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri’s
efforts to restore law and order
after the 1975-90 civil war that
made his country notorious for
violence.
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for the
explosion in the Zouq Mikael
neighborhood of Jounieh, 12
miles north of Beirut.
Police said the bomb was
made up of two mortar shells
connected to a detonator and
placed under a table supporting
an icon of the Virgin Mary
The blast sent the congregation of about 250 people storming hysterically out of the
church, passed pools of blood
and piles of glass shards and broken pews.

Political financial talks
between US and Vietnam

Israel disarming Jewish extremists, freeing Palestinians

include the timing of the opening of liaison offices by Vietnam
in Washington and by the United States in Hanoi, and the functions of each. Vietnam’s human
rights record will also be discussed.
The talks come on the heels
of the lifting of a 19-year U.S.
economic embargo against Vietnam by President Clinton on
Feb. 3. Clinton said the lifting of
the embargo did not constitute a
normalization of relations.
But both U.S. and Vietnamese officials said the two
sides appeared to be moving in
that direction. The liaison offices
are seen as a transitional step.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW swoon DENTAL PLAN:

Office wsrts and xrays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

MAINTENANCE MECHANIC:
Aquatic Center. Must be able to
perform predictive, preventive &
corrective maintenance of equipment & facilities. Ability to read
plans Fre/or troubleshoot complex
electrical, mechanical control
systems. Knowledge of Cal/Osha
regulations & water treatment.
Performs other duties as needed.
Min. of 2 yrs in pool maintenance
and/or water treatment. 3-5 years
of general building maintenance.
25-35 hours per week, $11.50 $13.00 /hour. For job description
& application, call 408.924.6345,
Caryn Morley. SJSU is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

COMPUTER TECHS -TANDEM
1. Hardware techs experienced
w/unix, workstations & networks.
2. Software techs experienced
w/compiler languages, unix &
SQL data bases, and X-terminal
systems. Part-time school year,
full-time other. Top pay. Contact
Dick &Ilan, 924-3928. Leave
message and send resume
100% PURE ADRENAUNE I 11111 to room Erg. 491 box.
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s PART rum WAREHOUSE WORK
only skydiving center. Come join us for sportsware manufacturing
for a tandem junp and enjoy your company in Santa Clara. Call
first skydive with only 45 minutes 988-1262 between 10 and 11
of training. For the true thrill seek am. Leave message, warehouse
er, try an accelerated freefall experience. and phone number.
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a LOS GATOS BASED REAL ESTATE
certified skydiver, starting With a six exchange company is expanding
hour class and a mile long freefall and is in need of additional
the same day. Videos of yar jump personnel. Senior business
also available. Owned and operat- and/or MBA students desired for
ed by SJSU students and grads. entry level position. Computer
For mote info call (510)634-7575. skills & real estate experience or
knowledge helpful. Full or part
time positions available. Training
provided. If interested please call
(408) 356-8100.
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Special Student Programs
Currently hiring for various full &
Sending SJSU for 20 years
part- time teaching positions for
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" preschools 8, school-age programs
(extended day care). ECE units
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student" ’Family Murbear" required for both preschool &
school-age programs or elementary
CALL TODAY 296-5270
education units may apply for
FREE QUOTE
school-age programs only. ExperiNO HASSLE
ence preferred. Substitute posiNO OBLJGA11ON
tions available, flexible schedule
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
does not interfere with your school
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! or study time Advancement opporavailable with our 20
tunities
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle, schools located throughout the bay
Boat, Home owners Insurance. area. Medical/Dental benefits
"Alumni" serving "Students" available for full-time employees.
...Talk to me, I’ll help you. Please call 408/257.7326 to
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? discuss your interest & availability.
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
Open on Sat/Sun with app. onlyt
work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
$6./hour. Fremont 510226-0505.

DO YOU LOVE BABES &TOOMBS?
Non-profit Family Service Assoc. is
looking for daytime volunteers to
provide childcare for up to 4 hours
a week while their mothers attend
counseling sessions in do...v1ae:1
San Jose. Tue. 10am - 3pm., Wed.
9am - Noon.. Thur. 5:30pm 8pm.
Call Child Watch at 288.6200.

A1110141PIE

HELP WANTED

YARD WORKER, mown" prisirg,
weeding. Must have experience.
Flexible hours. $6/hr. 2595727.
PUBUC REL/ADV. Will train you.
Earn 5600-6800 working 15-20
hr/wk. Eve/wknd only. Call Larry
298-4206 or 510463-5877.
MANAGERS (SEASONAL).
Looking for two highly motivated,
aggressive, reliable people to
manage "Airbrush T-shirt’ and
"Ride Photo concessions at local
amusement perk. P/T weekends
Iv spring& fall, F/T during summer.
Minimum of 2 yrs supervisory or
management experience In a
retail environment required. If you
have excellent communication
and organizational skills, call
1-800-822-5585 Ref: PGAMM.

NEW DELHI, India
(AP) - Casual comments by the Clinton
administration have become
the focus of a bitter dispute
between India and Pakistan
over Kashmir.
If American diplomats
remain embroiled in the conflict, it could set back recent
improvements in Indo-U.S.
relations and American efforts
to prevent an Indo-Pakistani
nuclear arms race.
An off-the-record remark by
a senior official and some illconsidered wording by a
junior White House letterwriter are being blamed for
the damage.
Some Indian officials suggest that Robin Raphel, the
State Department’s top diplomat on South Asia, be told that
a visit here next month would
be unwelcome, or that a black
carpet should be rolled out if
she does come.
India and Pakistan have
fought three wars since gainfrom
ing
independence
Britain in 1947, and are
believed to have been close to
nuclear wars in 19f36 and 1990.
India has long been sensitive to outside criticism, and its
newspapers often print exaggerated pro-government reactions.
But headlines and editorials
about "Bill Clinton’s verbal
bombshells" and his administration’s "tilt toward Pakistan"
have been severe.
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ElJERUSALEM (AP) Israel’s Cabinet ordered
some Jewish extremists
disarmed and up to 1,000 Palestinian prisoners freed in an
effort Sunday to smother Arab
fury over the Hebron mosque
massacre.
The violence did not abate.
At least three Palestinians died
as clashes between Arabs and
Israeli troops spread across the
occupied lands and the Jewish
state itself, leaving the Middle
East peace process still in jeopardy.
PLO chairman Yasser Arafat
dismissed the Israeli government crackdown on Jewish
extremists opposed to peace
talks as "hollow and superficial."
"These are empty decisions

which have no relation with the of Palestinian prisoners this
seriousness of the crime or with week. Many of the inmates
the basis of resolving it," Arafat affected have served the bulk of
told The Associated Press at his their sentences and had been
headquarters in Tunis, Tunisia.
expected to be released next
He charged Israeli troops month as part of Israeli-PLO
were involved in the bloodbath efforts to begin limited self-rule
at the mosque Friday, a claim for Palestinians.
Israel has denied. The governDespite criticisms of Israel’s
ment says a lone Jewish settler moves, Prime Minister Yitzhak
attacked the victims with an Rabin said he hoped talks with
assault rifle while they prayed.
the Palestine Liberation OrganiThe Arab League voted Sun- zation would resume.
day night to ask the U.N. Securi"We expect that regardless of
ty Council to investigate the mas- the tragic event that took place
sacre. Its 22 members urged the in Hebron on Friday, the PalesUnited States and Russia to pro- tinians, the PLO, will ... realize
vide protection for Palestinians that the only way to solve the
in the Gaza Strip and the West problem is to accelerate the
process, to find a solution,"
Bank.
Arabs also played down the Rabin said at an international
Cabinet’s order for the release Jewish media conference.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
mekee no claim lot producb or
senicee advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
closeted minis of the Spartan
Daly consist of peel advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.
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Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
CLERK/CUSTOMER SERVICE @
small mattress/used furniture store,
near SJS. Informal atmosphere.
pans OK PT/FT. Bud: 294-5478.
AC UFACTS, INC.
Security guards/patrol officers
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6pm.
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
(408) 288-5880.
HIRING SUMMER MANAGEMENT
NOW! College Pro Painters,
established in 1971. Outlet
Manager positions available
in Northern California. Average
summer profit $8.000. Call
1-800-392.1386 for info.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGS Earn up
to $2,000+/mo on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
& Full-time employment available.
No exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C6041.

Certain advertisements in
these column may refer
the reader to specific
dabblers bombers or
addreeses badditionl
Inlombbon. areseld
enders should be winded
that, whet milking boss
Whirr contacts, they
should require consists
Inkermation before sending
money or goods or see
vices. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate
lbws ollsoing employment
listings or coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

AA CRUISE &TRAVEL Employment
Guide. Earn big 615 + travel the
world free! (Caribbean, Europe,
Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
summer seasons approaching.
Free student travel club member.
ship! Cal (919)929-4398 at C181.
NATIONAL PARK SUMMER JOBS.
Over 25,000 openings! (Including
hotel staff, tour guides. etc.)
Benefits + bonuses! Apply
now for best positions. Call:
1.206-5454804 ext. N6041.
EARN GREAT MONEll
Environmental company
expanding in the Bay Area
seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
Training provided.
408-262-1442.

HOUSING

SECURITY- 57.0070 $12.00/111.
Security / Control Center / EMT’s
Weekly Pay Checks.
Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
Full-time or Part-time
Saw hi.1Aew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
No experience Necessary.
Day shift starts: 6.7 or 8 am.
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pm.
Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
Apply 8am - 5pm, Mon.Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Bled. Santa Clara.

ROOM FOR RENT IN SUNNYVALE
Share new condo V.,/ (MOM. Wash
& dryer, coded undergrnd perking,
hot tub & swimming pool. Room
has own balcony, fully furnished.
$390./mo. Call Chip 736-0929.

MOBILE Die WANTED. Looking
for people with a vast music
knowledge to DJ for parties,
dances. & weddings. NO exp.
required, but a +. We provide the
equipment & music. Friendly, outgoing .5 reliable only need apply.
Must be available Fridays and
Saturdays Call 408-496-8116,
Mon -RI., 11-5 or leave MOSINge.

B RAND NEW EVERYTHING!
B e the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios,
one and two bedrooms from
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
Parsing. Cable ready. Ask about
move In bonus. $400. dep.
No pets. 55 South 6th St.
408-292-5174.

192011 1 BDRM. APARTMENT.
Unique! Parking. hardwood, yard.
Financially responsible, clean
quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
$575. + depost 551 S. 8th St.
Mike 292-3239.

WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998.0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.
2 Bedroom Apartment S7150/mo.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

IMPERIENCED EDITOR leVILL POUSH
your essay, report, proposal,
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality
Of your writing. Call Dave Bolick.
510-801-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
is now accepting students wishing
to excel at guitar or bass. All
levels and styles apply. Beginning.
Intermediate, and advanced in
jazz, rock. fusion, blues, funk,
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
408-2986124.

780 S. Ilth STREET APTS. Large
2 bdrrn./2 be. $695. -$745. /mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
ride bike to school. Very clean,
roomy & remodeled. Secured
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable FREE SERVICES to currently
TV. Ample parking. Call 288-9157. enrolled students. CAREER
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
1BD: $550 / STUDIO: $525. offers job listings, job search
Deposit $250. One week free! assistance, job fairs, career
Nice bldg. Walk to SJSU. counseling, interest testing.
career workshops, and career
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
/employer info. Register for the
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. 24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
or
call 924-6033 for details.
windows,
H*e
in landmark bldg.
miniblinds, new appliances
Incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. YOUR UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, If Uncle Sam has a refund for you.
gated covered parking, laundry get t in time for SPRING BREAK by
room.Great views! 1 blk from electronically filing your completed
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from federal tax return at Nor Wallis 8, Co
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower For a low $60. you can get your
refund in as soon as 2 weeks.
297-4705.
Call 280-5690 for your $$ now!

SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL BODY MASSAGE
Give yourself a healthy gift
you can afford. 1 fir session.
$25.0011
Swedish or sports massage.
Housecall also Call Paul at
736-0929.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expres June 1st. 1994.
4063783500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. *17.
Campbell, CA 95008.

MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest Lip - Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First app.
1/2 price if made before June 30,
1994. Hair Today Gore Tomorrow,
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
Campbell . (408) 379-3500.
LEGAL SERVICES
Criminal Defense
Drunk Driving
Theft Charges
Drug Charges
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
No fee if no recovery.
BEH7ADI LAW OFFICES
111 N. Market St. #336, SanJose
Tel: 408-971-3661.

SERVICES FINANCIAL
$ HOME- BASED BUSINESS $
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate
Cash In on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as 650,000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00.
for an informational packet. to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose. CA 95157-0325.
SS BILLIONS available for your
education, all students qualify!
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
$5 MONEY FOR COLLEGE $5
$135 million unclaimed!
Scholarship matching
guaranteed! FREE informative
booklet! 24 hour recording!
Call now! Toll Free!
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.

CORPORATE SCHOLARSHIPS!!!
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of 5$ in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408-236-3747.

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing.
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Trarocriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda (408)2644504.
.*I HATE TO TYPEI**
If this got your attention, give yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery - $1.00.
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Julie- 998-8354.

HAVVIARDFREMONTUNION CITY
Wordprocessing and typing;
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with APA,.
MLA end Turabian formats:3
Quick & Speedy turnaround;
WP 5.1. Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
EXPERIENCED Word PT00111111211.
Retired secretary. Let me do
the typing!! Resumes. term
papers, theses. etc. Grad
8, undergrad. IBM Computer.
Laser printer. Fax machine.
Nortary Public. Appointment
necessary. Call Anna at
972-4992.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers/
theses our specialty. Laser printing, Free spell check and storage.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul cr Virginia 408.2510449.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA.
Term papers Group projects
*Thesis Letters Applications
*Resumes *Tape transcription. era
rylirsing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 446-565e

201SS PROFESSIONAL Experlince.
Typng & transcription for ALL you
needs including COLOR. Copying.
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at 140131369-8614.

AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes. Letters,
Manuscnpts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed! Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247 2681 (8am.8orril oius
Save Additional 10% Per Retrieval

CALL MARCIA 2889448
for word Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
Theses ’Projects/Term Papers.
APA Turation MIA
Grammar. Punct.. Phrasing
Tables, Graphs. & Charts.
Will also edit disks.
600 Op Laser Printing
Resumes/Cover Letters
InesmatIonel Students Welcome
10 minutes from campus!

DAILY CL4SSIFIED-ADVER11SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hole.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

ClOODOCCOOMOMMOFFILILJ-10111 =DU=
ODEOMODOMODEIEHM7,17EWIDE1= O OEM
DOOMMOODOODEIFITICIFEDOM7 111 l= O
EDEDEEDEJEDOCEEJOEEDOMFME F11-1E11:10
Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
One
Two Throe
Drf
Dart
DaY
3 Mee
$5
$O
$7
$10
4 Rime
$6
Si
$11
Sin..
$7
UP
$12
Sin..
$I
610
$1 for each additional line

Please check /
your classification:

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
WY*
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the filth rimy, rote Increases by $1 per dey.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold fa $3 each
SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: 590
15-19 lines. $110

&Obese
Cdty S Stale

7.0 code

rime

Send check or money order to
Spartan Deily Classified’
San Jose State, University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Pentel Hall, Hoorn 209
II Deadline Two days before publication All ads are prepaid
Consecutive puhlications dales only No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

Announcements
- Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Fort-id
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Barrett: Union builder retires
From page
of a shrinking budget," board
member Blair Whitney said.
"He’s run an excellent operation."
As executive director, he is
responsible for the operation of
the Student Union facilities,
which also consists of the Event
Center and the Aquatic Center.
Barrett has a variety of responsibilities that he said makes his
job interesting.
He works with the financial
aspects of the Student Union.
He deals with staff concerns,
problems and morale. He tries
to keep the staff working and
productive.
"When he came to SJSU, the
Student Union was a couple
rooms," Batt said, "He was
involved in building the Student
Union."
"In my opinion, we probably
have the best and most sophisticated Student Union of all the
CSU campuses."
The Student Union was built
in 1969 when SJSU did not have
facilities for concerts and events
such as basketball games. There

were also no fitness facilities
unless students participated in
human performance classes,
Barrett said.
"The idea was to build facilities students wanted and could
use for recreation."
"The idea is that college is
more than just attending classes," he said. "We try to complement the academic life."
The Aquatic Center opened
in 1987 and is located on San
Carlos across from the Event
Center. It boasts the largest outdoor pool in Northern California, according to Barrett.
He is proud of the Aquatic
Center for what it provides students.
"It provides constant recreational swimming for students,"
he said, "In addition, it provides
classes, water polo and special
events sponsored by clubs.
Barrett said he enjoyed working to provide these services for
students.
He feels his education prepared him for this. From 1961 to
1968 he worked as program
director of the Student. Union at
the University of Minnesota.

PERFORMANCE TUNE-UP
6 Month/6,000 Mile Guarantee!

CARSON CITY (AP) The
Gaming Control Board wants
Nevada casinos to review claims
in their advertisements that suggest their slot machines offer
bettors extraordinary chances
to win.
GCB Chairman Bill Bible
said he’s concerned about
advertisements claiming the
"best payback," "most liberal
slots" or "loosest slots in town,"
adding they may be exaggerations that can’t be proven.
"I have had a number of
complaints from visitors to the
state," Bible said. "They wonder what happens when they
see ’loosest slots in town’ advertisements for five different
places."
He cited rules require advertisements to be honest and in
good taste, and said clubs that
make exaggerated claims must
be prepared to substantiate
them. Bible didn’t name any
casinos with questionable ads.
Mary Winter, director of
advertising at Binion’s Horseshoe in Las Vegas, said there
isn’t a major problem with
questionable advertising in
southern Nevada.
"The only claim we make is
that we have the highest limits,"
Ms. Winter said. "I think we
have proven it." The Horseshoe
has taken $1 million bets on
craps and more than $200,000
bets on other games.

4 cylinder- $49.95 reg.
6 cylinder- $54.95 reg.
8 cylinder- $59.95 reg.

must be alma IS yams old

The summer plan can be
either full or part time and
occurs within the three summer
months.
"What’s nice about this job
fair is that it doesn’t matter what
major you have because there is
something for everyone," said
Susan Taylor Endter, employer
relations consultant for Career
Planning and Placement.
Upon entering the job fair,
students will be given a handout
with all the companies’ names,
the majors the company is
looking for and the
positions available.
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WINNING THE JOB SEARCH GAME

A Our fees range from only SI 15 to
S195

A powerful program providing effective, proven
job search techniques and strategies specifically
designed for new and prospective graduates.
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SERVICES

The New Face of Feminism

FREE LECTURE by
Bill Lee, founder of Career
Insight For College Graduates,
industry employment expert.

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
OFFfCE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION

141181 924-2600

Women’s Week 1994
March 7th - March 10th
at the Student Union

Thursday, March 3, 4- 6 pm
Ramada Silicon Valley
[formerly Holiday Inn’
1217 Wildwood Ave.. Sunnyvale
(at 101 & Lawrence Expwy)

(415) 994-3967

FREE SERVICES!

Arts and Craft Faire
Workshops
Events

JOB HOTLINE
JOB SEARCH
JOB FAIRS

Specified workshops of
events begin at 9:00 am
and are FREE!
for more information
call 924-6500

ASSISTANCE

CAREER COUNSELING
CAREER WORKSHOPS
CAREER & EMPLOYER INFO

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

8C 13, BLDG.
M, 1, TH, F 10:00 A.M. - 4100 P.M.
W1000 &M. - 7:00 P.M.
924-6033

TAKE CHARGE OF
YOUR FUTURE!

TAJTELILrLsvsiSt,rt.ellOWT

r-

SAN 0 ESTAtE

FREE TO CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT CENTER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES ARE PROVIDED WITHOUT
REGARD TO RACE. COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, SEXUAL ORIENTATION, NATKDN1AL ORIGIN, AGE OR DISABILITY

REETLIGHT
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2350 MARKET ST
SF CA 94114
(415) 282-8000
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3979 24TH ST.
S.F. CA 94114
(415) 282-3550

D
s
980 SO BASCOM
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 292-1404

the Associated Students Program Board and S.U.P.R.O. present

Monday, Feb. 28
Student Union Amphitheatre
1:30 -2:30 pm
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Bringing a resume to the job fair
can also be helpful but is not
necessary.
"I am going to the job fair to
look for an internship so it will
be easier to find a job once I
graduate," said Marc Yamawaki,
a double major in electrical
engineering and computer science.
According to Endter, last
year’s job fair resulted in 282
student hires.
These jobs combined totaled
$2 million in salaries.
The job fair is on Wednesday,
March 2 at the Event Center
from 10 am. to 3 p. m.
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Students can then go to the
employers that best
fit their needs.
"Don’t be shy. Go up
and introduce yourself
because the employers
are there to see students,"
Endter said.
Endter advises students
to research the companies
interested
in
they
are
before attending the fair and
prepare questions for the
employers.
Literature is available on all
the companies at the Career
Resource Center in the Business
Classrooms building, room 13.
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While working at the University
of Minnesota he received his
master’s degree in educational
psychology with an emphasis on
the college student.
He also worked as a director
of the Student Union at the University of New Hampshire from
1957 to 1961.
"There were maybe 6,000 or
7,000 students when I left there
(the University of New Hampshire). The Student Union was
about half the size of SJSU’&"
Even with these accomplishments and working at SJSU since
1968, he is ready for a change.
"I’m ready to move on to
another phase of my life," he
said.
He plans to pursue a few of
his many hobbies.
He wants to spend time at his
ranch in San Martin where he
has horses. He also plans to do
some bird watching and is considering volunteering at state
parks.
He said he will miss the challenges of staff and student problems, such as the constant problem of finding money to do the
things that students want to do.
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